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Kevin Bonham

Monster of the deep

Originally Posted by Kevin Bonham

User olantirn <gildyshows@gmail.com> is permanently banned from Chesschat for threatening the site
with legal action without contacting the moderators first and for personally threatening the site staff of
Chesschat in an unspecified and open-ended manner. A threat emailed to me was as follows:
"U BETTER TAKE [abuse removed] KOHSER'S THREAD OR YOU WILL NOT HAVE HAPPY LIFE..."
There have since been further more serious - if comically ungrammatical - threats. I do not normally post
the email addresses of users but in the case of threateners I will. Especially homophobic threateners.
A hydra account of the same person "Fred Johnson" <fredcoldstone@gmail.com> has also been banned.
The following are other email addresses that this person has used to abuse and threaten CC staff and
spam Australian chess authorities (list will be updated as required and when I can be bothered):
"F.C.Classics" <generalf55@gmail.com>, "John Lary - OTR Shows" <gildyshows@gmail.com>, "John
Lary" <John Lary <janlarysrockystatue@gmail.com>, "Michael Harris" <mikeharriswdca@gmail.com>,
"Jan Lubek" <janlubekhere@gmail.com>, "Vesna (Vanessa) I" <macamalena2@gmail.com>,
"lupco4ride44" <lupco4ride44@gmail.com>, "Marko I" <dairymarko@gmail.com>, "Sara Reinholtz"
<sarareinholtz@gmail.com>, "Gogi George Reeves" <gogigeorgereeves@gmail.com>, "CBM IBM"
<cbmibm@gmail.com>
This is clearly one person posting under multiple names (although he claims Lubek and Steriev are
different people), and may be a result of a multiple personality disorder. W hether this person really
has any of these nam es is unknow n to us.
The initial threat arose from a response olantirn posted to some comments posted by thekohser about
internet pest behaviour by this person. olantirn's response defamed a person who was not a party to his
dispute with thekohser by implying they had behaved improperly in a correspondence tournament. No
evidence was provided for this accusation and another moderator responded by removing olantirn's reply
and locking the thread. olantirn then tried to take the matter up on a completely irrelevant thread, and
when the off-topic posts there were deleted, responded by threatening the site and us personally.
As a result of this not only is olantirn permanently banned, but any new poster who attempts to discuss
the Lubek/Steriev matter or who is suspected of being olantirn will also be immediately permanently
banned.
ACF officials are getting high volumes of deranged ranting and threats from this person. This person appears not to
be aware that Chesschat is independent of the ACF, and hence he is wasting his time.

I LUBEK NEVER CLAIMED I WAS NOT STERIEV; HOWEVER THE ABOVE POST (AND SIMILAR)
ON CRAPPY CHESSCHAT.ORG.AU BY PSYCHOPATH KEVIN ‘BONEHEAD’ BONHAM IS TOTALLY
FALSE. HE TWISTED MY WORDS AROUND ON NOT HAVING HAPPY LIFE AS IF I WAS TO KILL
THIS LYING FREAK AND I HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH ALL OTHER NAMES AND EMAILS!!!

